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A Book Review

Dr. Noorullah Azizi's memoir, From Afghanistan to the UK: A Story of
Conflict, Survival, and Saving Lives, is a powerful and inspiring account of
one man's journey through war, displacement, and rebuilding his life in a
new country.

Azizi was born in Afghanistan in 1977. He grew up in a loving family and
dreamed of becoming a doctor. However, his childhood was cut short by
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Azizi and his family were forced to flee
their home and live in a refugee camp in Pakistan.

Despite the challenges he faced, Azizi never gave up on his dream of
becoming a doctor. He studied hard and eventually earned a scholarship to
study medicine in the UK. In 1999, Azizi arrived in the UK as a refugee. He
was determined to make a new life for himself and his family, but he soon
realized that the journey would be difficult.

Azizi faced discrimination and prejudice in the UK. He was often seen as
an outsider and was treated with suspicion. However, he refused to give
up. He worked hard to learn English and passed his medical exams. In
2005, Azizi finally achieved his dream of becoming a doctor.

After working as a doctor in the UK for several years, Azizi decided to
return to Afghanistan to help his people. He worked in a hospital in Kabul
and provided medical care to those who had been affected by the war.
Azizi's work in Afghanistan was dangerous, but he was determined to make
a difference.



In 2014, Azizi was forced to flee Afghanistan again due to the Taliban's
takeover of the country. He returned to the UK, where he continues to work
as a doctor and advocate for refugees.

From Afghanistan to the UK: A Story of Conflict, Survival, and Saving Lives
is a powerful and inspiring memoir. Azizi's story is a testament to the
human spirit and the power of hope. It is a must-read for anyone interested
in the human cost of war and the refugee experience.

About the Author

Dr. Noorullah Azizi is a doctor, author, and refugee advocate. He was born
in Afghanistan in 1977 and grew up in a refugee camp in Pakistan. Azizi
earned a scholarship to study medicine in the UK, where he arrived as a
refugee in 1999. He worked hard to learn English and passed his medical
exams, and in 2005, he achieved his dream of becoming a doctor.

After working as a doctor in the UK for several years, Azizi decided to
return to Afghanistan to help his people. He worked in a hospital in Kabul
and provided medical care to those who had been affected by the war.
Azizi's work in Afghanistan was dangerous, but he was determined to make
a difference.

In 2014, Azizi was forced to flee Afghanistan again due to the Taliban's
takeover of the country. He returned to the UK, where he continues to work
as a doctor and advocate for refugees.

Azizi is the author of the memoir, From Afghanistan to the UK: A Story of
Conflict, Survival, and Saving Lives. He is also a regular contributor to The
Guardian and The Independent.



Free Download Your Copy Today

From Afghanistan to the UK: A Story of Conflict, Survival, and Saving Lives
is available now from all major booksellers. Free Download your copy today
and be inspired by Dr. Azizi's incredible journey.
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